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Neo-feudalism: The elite is hiding out from the devastation their policies have caused.

Billionaires Segregate Themselves on
Luxury Private Islands as Ordinary
People Told They Can’t Travel
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News that billionaire Google co-founder Larry Page has been hiding out on and
buying isolated private islands in Fiji to avoid tourists who aren’t allowed in
once again underscores how the elite is using the fallout from the pandemic to
segregate themselves from the general public.

Page has been living off grid for over a year and forced a state-owned news website to
remove an article about his activities that was also de-listed by Google in an apparent
effort to conceal his location.

“He has spent months in Fiji during the coronavirus pandemic – mostly on the island
of Tavarua – and it has been rumored the billionaire has bought at least one island in
the country’s Mamanuca archipelago,” reports the Daily Mail.
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“Page has also been spotted an a smaller island called Namotu – which a sailor
named Lorenzo Cipriani claimed Page bought in a blog post in August.”

Page, who has a net worth of $117 billion, making him the sixth-wealthiest person in
the world, was able to take advantage of Fiji’s ‘Blue Lane’ program, which “lets the
super wealthy visit the archipelago on their superyachts and private jets, even when
other travelers were banned.”

So while Page gets to enjoy a sumptuous view of the South Paci�c while being
attended to on his luxury private island by 30 staff waiting on him, ordinary people
who have lost their jobs, businesses and homes due to the lockdown aren’t even
allowed to travel there.

Page’s story is just a microcosm of how wealthy elitists have rapaciously exploited the
lockdowns that they have vehemently supported and facilitated to further expand the
economic inequality gap and segregate themselves from the peasants.

While Page has his staff prepare him cocktails and the �nest cuisine after a day of
surfboarding in paradise, children in his home country are either permanently
traumatized and afraid to go outside or literally committing suicide out of loneliness
caused by lockdown.

Meanwhile, the World Economic Forum – architects of ‘the Great Reset’ that has been
rapidly advanced thanks to lockdown policies – tells people that they’ll “own nothing
and be happy.”

Sarah
@brontesarah

Google co-founder Larry Page 'has been living off-grid 
and hiding out on isolated Fijian island for most of the 
pandemic' 
via dailym.ai/ios

Google co-founder Larry Page 'has been living off the grid in Fiji'
Google co-founder Larry Page has reportedly been living off the grid for 
more than a year, and hiding out in Fiji on isolated islands away from …

dailymail.co.uk
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It tells them to look forward to their rental servitude under a system of neo-
feudalism that will make home ownership completely unaffordable.

Meanwhile, Davos billionaires like Bill Gates are buying up huge swathes of property,
with Gates recently becoming the largest owner of farmland in America.

In terms of individual land owners, Gates is still far behind media mogul John C.
Malone, who is in top spot with 2.2 million acres of ranches and forests and CNN
founder Ted Turner, who owns 2 million acres of ranch land.

Amazon’s Jeff Bezos is also “investing in land on a large scale,” according to Forbes.

While billionaire philanthropists and technocrats are acquiring land at an
accelerating speed, they appear to be telling the general public that in the future
private property will virtually cease to exist.

WEF by 2030 You’ll own nothing WEF by 2030 You’ll own nothing And you’ll be happyAnd you’ll be happy

Forbes
@Forbes

America’s biggest owner of farmland is now Bill Gates 
on.forbes.com/6018Hk8Hq

2:28 PM · Jan 14, 2021
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The WEF also celebrates the notion that “lockdowns are quietly improving cities,”
greasing the skids for climate lockdowns and regulated air travel even as the likes of
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Page and his ilk jet off for luxury holidays whenever they please, absent the nuisance
of those pesky tourists who might spoil their tranquility.

While our quality of life is eroded, while we have to take vaccines and jump through
100 �aming hoops to be allowed to travel internationally, they’re all completely
exempt – exempt from the same rules they onerously impose on us.

Tourists are �ushed out and banned from entering countries so Page and his rich
friends can enjoy their days of pampered, opulent leisure in total seclusion.

Indeed, many elitists have expressed delight at how global lockdowns have left roads,
airports and luxury resorts in Caribbean countries virtually empty, allowing them to
avoid any interaction whatsoever with the unwashed masses.

This then has the knock-on impact of forcing low income workers to �ood to western
countries in search of work, exacerbating tensions caused by mass uncontrolled
immigration.

Billionaires also exploited the pandemic to snuff out their remaining competition and
create even more centralized monopolies.

Martin Daubney
@MartinDaubney

This is the tweet the @wef deleted, saying “lockdowns are 
quietly improving cities” 
 
Lockdowns have destroyed cities, lives & economies. Yet 
climate change zealots see them as tools of control 
 
These unelected cranks must NEVER be allowed near 
policy
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Worldwide, the combined wealth of the world’s 10 richest men rose by $540bn during
the �rst year of the pandemic, including Amazon founder Jeff Bezos who saw his
personal wealth grow by $86 billion as Amazon shares soared.

According to an Oxfam report, billionaires exploited the the impact of lockdown to
create a “rigged economy,” causing expanding wealth inequality during the “worst
economic downturn in a century.”

A record number of billionaires were also created in the UK during the pandemic even
as millions of ordinary people lost their jobs and saw their businesses go under.

Meanwhile, lockdowns caused 150 million people globally to be pushed into extreme
poverty.

But for those lucky enough to hold onto their jobs, they’re kept at arms length by
‘stay at home’ orders, remote working and Zoom calls, even as globalists continue to
enjoy maskless BBQ parties at the G7 and socially un-distanced black tie dinners at
Davos.

They still get to meet each other in person (while avoiding the worker drones), but
you don’t.

None of this is anything new.

Since humanity began to divide into class systems, entrenched elites have always
sought to aggressively separate themselves from the public, prevent the creation of a

Some Fella
@BusterPell

'Wealth increase of 10 men during pandemic could buy 
vaccines for all' 
 
Never mind hungry people. Never mind those without 
shoes. Never mind.  
 
It will trickle down....

'Wealth increase of 10 men during pandemic could buy vaccines for all'
Billionaires' wealth has soared while the pandemic has plunged millions 
into poverty, Oxfam says.

bbc.co.uk
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strong middle class, and maintain a poor service class that is only good for attending
to their needs.

The major difference now is that the elite have built a giant technocracy which
enables them to maintain total surveillance of the populations under their control,
while they get to enjoy total exclusivity and privacy.

As Larry Page’s successful effort to get the article about his whereabouts removed
from the news media proves, they get to conceal everything about their activities
while demanding to know everything about yours.

They get to avoid attention and they get to avoid people knowing their location.

Meanwhile, your government health app knows your every locations and ‘pings’ you
back under quarantine at the drop of a hat.

The advancement of robotics and arti�cial intelligence will also ensure that even
much of the elite’s servant class will become obsolete in the near future.

This agenda will all be facilitated through puppet governments and private
corporations, allowing Page, Gates, Zuckerberg and other billionaires to fade into the
background and hide their role in the managed decline of civilization.

While they continue to in�ict all of this upon humanity, we continue to bicker over
identity politics, racism and all manner of relative trivialities that keep us divided and
asleep.

And if you’re naive enough to think that this is all coming to an end as the
coronavirus pandemic winds down, rest assured that there are many more ‘variants’
to be discovered and innumerable more reasons to put you back under lockdown.

zerohedge
@zerohedge

'Pingdemic' Triggers Widespread Panic Hoarding At UK 
Supermarkets

'Pingdemic' Triggers Widespread Panic Hoarding At UK Supermarkets 
"We're very concerned about the situation."

zerohedge.com
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Don’t worry though, because none of these restrictions will apply to Larry Page and
his billionaire friends, who will remain totally isolated on their luxury private islands
as the rest of the world goes to hell in a hand basket thanks to the economic warfare
they declared on us.
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